Abstract
Introduction
The essence of object-oriented design is to identify similarities among objects and to capture them into a hierarchy of classes in which the upper layers specify the principle structure and behavior of objects and the lower layers add the details that differentiate them from each other. The creation of a well-designed class hierarchy is important as it reduces the redundancy in a system [1] and helps create a model of the application domain at different levels of abstraction [3] . Liskov investigated the benefits of type (or class) hierarchies 1 and pointed out that "it is necessary to have a clear understanding of how subtypes and supertypes are related" [10] . However, comprehension of the interrelations within a class hierarchy is difficult; all too often, the relationships that once had been intuitive were contaminated with technical details and with an incoherent use of design concepts. In this paper, we address method replacements as one particular aspect of subclass/superclass relationships that need to be well-understood as they have a great potential to be the cause of unwanted side effects during the maintenance and evolution of object-oriented software. We define a replaced method as a non-abstract method (that is, a method with a body) that is overridden in a subclass, and the overriding method in the subclass does not call, directly or indirectly, the overridden method in the superclass; that is, the implementation of the method in the superclass is not extended but replaced by the overriding method. 1. Note that in this text we treat the concepts of types and classes interchangeably. Figure 1 illustrates the difference between method extension and replacement. In this example, the SuperClass implements the method doSomething by calling doABit. ClassWithExtendedMethod overrides doSomething by calling first, as its general core, doSomething of SuperClass, and then a second method doABitMore. On the other hand, doSomething in ClassWithReplacedMethod neglects the default implementation of doSomething in SuperClass by replacing it with a call to doSomethingElse.
Clearly, method replacement violates the concept of type, which Deutsch defines as "a precise characterization of structural or behavioral properties which a collection of entities [or objects] all share" [18] . Applied to object-oriented languages, this definition suggests that all instances of a superclass as well as those of its subclasses should share the characterization as defined in the superclass. Replacing a method of a superclass in a subclass, however, is counter to this principle, as part of the generic characterization of the superclass is hidden in the subclass and, thus, becomes ambiguous.
To substantiate our intuition that method replacement is undesirable in object-oriented design, we provide a qualitative analysis of the causes for method replacement in object-oriented software, which is a first important step towards a quantitative assessment. To this end, Section 2 outlines the research approach of this study, which we based on the SPOOL environment [7, 8, 14, 15 ] to recover and analyze replaced methods. Section 3 analyzes the occurrences of replaced methods in our test system ET++ [17] . Next, Section 4 discusses the findings as to the reasons why methods were replaced. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and gives an outlook into future work on method replacement.
Research approach
The approach to this study was both exploratory and causal. First, we used the SPOOL environment to reverseengineer ET++. To explore replaced methods, we then wrote a query that identified and extracted replaced methods in the reverse-engineered source code model of ET++. The subsequent interactive exploration of the recovered replaced methods helped gain an intuitive understanding about their use and impact. Next, we developed a method replacement indicator that quantifies the extent to which a method is hidden in the subclass hierarchy due to replacements. Finally, we focused on the identification of the causes why methods were replaced in subclasses. The following two subsections describe these steps of the exploratory and causal parts of our investigations.
Exploratory approach
The SPOOL environment was developed to the end of design recovery and concept analysis in object-oriented software. Refer to [8, 15] for a detailed description of the techniques and tools supported by SPOOL. In this section, we give an example of how to use the interactive capabilities of SPOOL to recover, visualize, extract, and analyze replaced methods.
SPOOL is a reverse-engineering tool for C++ software that allows the human analyzer to query the reverse-engineered source code, which is managed in the SPOOL repository. For the purpose of this study, we wrote a query to recover replaced methods. This query traverses all classes, goes into each method, and identifies those subclasses that override the method at hand. For each of the overriding subclass methods, the operation call graph is inspected for a direct or indirect call back to the superclass method. If there is no path back to its superclass method, the overriding method together with all relevant superclass, subclass, and call graph information is extracted into a collaboration object [16] for further inspection.
Then, we visualized the query results by generating a first overall view of the number and location of replaced methods. For visualization, we used the technique of growing bounding boxes 2 . Applied to the main class hierarchy of ET++, this technique resulted in the diagram shown in This overview diagram also serves as an anchor point for the invocation of the SPOOL design inspector to extract and visualize individual instances of replaced methods. Figure 3 illustrates the inspection of the replaced methods of the ET++ class ET_VObject. The upper part shows the list of replaced methods, the middle part depicts the selected replaced method InvalidateViewRect, and the lower part indicates, within the ET++ class hierarchy, the location of both the superclass where the replaced method is defined and the subclass(es) where the method is replaced. The locations are visualized by colored bounding boxes around the classes. In summary, knowledge about the above and other cases of method replacements is invaluable for software maintainers, as a method replacement hides the implementation of a method from the class of the replacing method and its subclasses. Consequently, a change within the implementation of a replaced method will not be visible in the class hierarchy of the replacing method when polymorphic method selection is applied. Note that the interactive design inspection capabilities of SPOOL were invaluable to highlight the semantic impact of method replacement on the overall class hierarchy.
Causal approach
The objective of this study was to learn about the causes why programmers replace the implementation of methods. To this end, we defined three research variables and wrote queries on the SPOOL repository to evaluate them for our test system. The first research variable aims at understanding how often a method is replaced in a subclass hierarchy.
• MRE stands for method replacement extent and is determined by the number of subclasses for which the method at hand is not visible due to a replacement; this also includes subclasses that are indirectly affected because of a method replacement in one of their superclasses. For example, in Figure 4 the value for MRE is 6, computed by the sum of replacing methods (2) and (indirectly) affected methods (4). To gain an understanding of the impact of a method replacement relative to the class hierarchy of the method's owner class, we defined the following two research variables:
• SRM stands for subclasses of replaced method and is determined by the number of subclasses of the class in which the replaced method is defined; in the example of Figure 4 , this amounts to nine classes.
• MRI stands for method replacement indicator, which is calculated as the ratio between MRE and SRM (that is in the example of Figure 4 , 6 : 9 = 0.66). MRI is a measure that helps understand the scope of a method replacement. 0 means that the method is not replaced at all, and 1 means that the method is replaced in all subclasses.
In order to obtain sensible quantitative results, we excluded two kinds of method replacements from our study: the first one comprises empty replaced methods and the second one macro-generated methods.
According to our definition, a replaced method may have an empty body or return a constant value only (e.g., return 0). In object-oriented class hierarchies it is quite common that such primitive methods (also called hook methods) are introduced and subsequently replaced in subclasses to implement the steps of pre-defined small algorithms (also replaced method replacing method affected method unaffected method MRE SRM called template methods) [5, 15] . This is to keep a class hierarchy's algorithms flexible for adaptation to many different applications. Given the empty implementations of such primitive methods, application programmers just need to override those steps of an algorithm that are relevant to adapt the class hierarchy to the application at hand. This is common practice in object-oriented programming, and therefore we excluded this kind of method replacement from the analysis.
A second kind of method replacements that we purposely excluded from the analysis comprises methods that are generated by C++ macros. For example, ET++ provides C++ macros to specify metadata information for the runtime inspection of objects. Thus, ET++ programmers can inject meta information about classes (e.g., class name, attributes, and methods) into their application by writing predefined macros into the definition and implementation of those classes. These macros create an instance of an ET++ class Class, which knows about the class' type and superclass as well as the location of the underlying source code file on disk. To access these metadata, the macros generate virtual member functions, such as IsA() and Members(). These methods are generated into every class and automatically replaced in the subclasses. Figure 4 illustrates such macro-generated method replacement for the method ET_Object::IsA(). As such macro generated method replacement would distort the results of our study, we exclude them from the analysis, too.
Analysis
In this section, we summarize the analysis of our test system ET++ in respect to replaced methods. Table 1 shows some overall method-specific data about ET++.
Out of an overall 7564 methods of ET++, 6056 are nonprimitive. 2664 of these non-primitive methods are part of a superclass and therefore potentially replaceable. An overall 443 non-primitive methods of ET++ (16.6% of the replaceable methods) are at least once replaced in the respective subclass hierarchies.
In Table 2 , we evaluate the method replacement indicator MRI for each of the 6056 non-primitive methods of ET++.
The left part of Table 2 presents the distribution of the subclasses of replaced methods (SRM), the middle part the extent of method replacement (MRE), and the right part the resultant method replacement indicator (MRI). For the interpretation of the method replacement indicator, we defined five intervals on MRI: zero (0), low (0 < MRI < 1/3), medium (1/3 <= MRI <= 2/3), high (2/3 < MRI < 1), and maximum (1).
The left part of Table 3 shows the coarse-grained distribution of the replaced methods over the five intervals; the upper part includes the zero value, the lower part ignores it. The right part of Table 3 details the distribution of method replacements on a more fine-grained scale of MRI, while ignoring the zero value.
Zero MRI (0)
An MRI equal to zero indicates that the method is not replaced at all, which should be valid for the bulk of the methods in object-oriented software. In ET++, 92.7% of the total number of non-primitive methods are not replaced (see upper left part of Table 3 ). However, if we consider only replaceable non-primitive methods (that is, non-primitive methods of classes with at least one subclass; see Table 1 ), this factor is reduced to 83.4%. In other words, 16.6% of the potentially replaceable methods in ET++ are indeed replaced in at least one subclass.
Low MRI (0 < MRI < 1/3)
A low MRI indicates that only a minor percentage of the subclasses replace the implementation of the method at hand. In ET++, 155 methods (34.6% of all replaced methods; see Table 3 , lower left part) have an MRI of greater than 0 and less than 1/3, meaning that the implementation of the method is hidden in less than one third of the subclass hierarchy.
For instance, the method ET_VObject::ReadEvent, as illustrated in Figure 6 , exhibits an MRI of 0.01, which indicates that only one percent of the subclasses replace the method. The following code snippets show the implementations of ReadEvent in both the superclass ET_VObject and the subclass ET_Window. In this example, the default implementation of ReadEvent in ET_VObject automatically propagates ReadEvent to the container (determined with GetContainer) in which the object at hand is embedded. Only one subclass, ET_Window, replaces this default behavior and propagates ReadEvent not to its container, but delegates it to its port (determined with MakePort), which is to the window's implementation on a specific platform, such as X-Windows or Sun-Windows. This is crucial information that needs to be understood for both using and maintaining ET++. Another example of a replaced method with low MRI is ET_VObject::InvalidateViewRect (see Figure 3) . Note, however, that the reason for the replacement of ReadEvent was different from that for the replacement of InvalidateViewRect. Whereas InvalidateViewRect was replaced to avoid unnecessary empty method calls, ReadEvent was replaced as the implementation in ET_VObject did not fit into ET_Window. 
Medium MRI (1/3 <= MRI <= 2/3)
A medium MRI indicates that there is more or less a balance between subclasses that use the superclass method as is and those that re-implement its behavior. As with all method replacements, a method with an MRI that falls into this interval should be examined with suspicion. In ET++, 88 methods (19.9% of the replaced methods) have an MRI between 0.33 and 0.66.
High MRI (2/3 < MRI < 1)
A high MRI indicates that the extent of a method replacement includes most of the subclasses of the method's owner class. In other words, most subclasses do not accept the default implementation, and therefore such a replaced method may be considered a candidate for refactoring into subclasses. In ET++, 37 methods (8.4% of the replaced methods) fall into the MRI interval of greater than 2/3 and lower than 1. Figure 7 illustrates the method ET_Manager::DoMakeMenuBar, which exhibits an MRI of 0.86. 
Out of the 27 subclasses of
ET_Manager, only three accept the default implementation of DoMakeMenuBar in ET_Manager, and two of these latter subclasses (that is, ET_Application and ET_Menu
Maximum MRI (MRI = 1)
An MRI equal to 1 indicates that the extent of a method replacement comprises all subclasses; that is, all subclasses use a method implementation that is different from the one in the superclass. In ET++, 163 methods (36.8% of all replaced methods) exhibit an MRI of one. In ET++, ET_Text is the abstract superclass of all text representations. It is subclassed with ET_CheapText (for smaller texts without font attributes), ET_GapText (for larger texts), ET_StyledText (for texts with font attributes), and ET_VObjectText (for texts that include graphic objects). In contrast to Figure 8 , where the superclass is abstract, in Figure 9 the superclass ET_CommandProcessor is concrete and, therefore, can be instantiated. Figure 9 shows ET_CommandProcessor, which manages and executes user actions as separate objects and provides services for undoing these actions later on. The ET++ framework instantiates the concrete superclass ET_CommandProcessor to provide a default command processor, which may be substituted by the application with a variant that is more suitable for the requirements at hand. Since MRI = 1, the replaced method ET_CommandProces-sor::PerformNormalCommand is carried out for instances of ET_CommandProcessor only. We argue that for both software comprehension and maintenance, knowledge that a method is applied to instances of the superclass only is important.
We have worked with many class hierarchies that make extensive use of concrete superclasses, and frequently we ran into extensive comprehension and maintenance problems when we had to refactor such hierarchies to capture our evolving requirements. As the concrete superclass is typically instantiated in other parts of the system, organizational changes of the class hierarchy are hard to accomplish without major change impact. We agree with Martin that "the more stable a class hierarchy is, the more it must consist of abstract classes" [11] .
Discussion
In this section, we present the ten causes that we identified as being at the root of method replacements in ET++. They cover both causes that do not justify method replacements and causes that explain well why designers and programmers opted to replace a method, given the requirements at hand. Our findings are based on the MRI data exposed in the previous section.
Cause #1: Uninformed maintenance
Probably the most common cause for method replacement is that programmers did not understand the purpose of the method at hand. Reusability typically does not come in at the level of a single method; rather the whole context of the design, which usually spans multiple classes, files, and subsystems, needs to be absorbed to understand the impact of executing that method. However, in many development projects, the long-term benefits of software evolution based on a firm understanding of the design concepts on which it was built is often disregarded. Under the pressure of tight schedules, designers frequently introduce new classes with methods that re-implement superclass methods to the requirements at hand. The consequence of such uninformed software maintenance practices is a creeping destruction of the overall design of the software.
Cause #2: Concrete superclasses
Many method replacements in ET++ can be traced back to the fact that ET++ consists of many concrete superclasses. For example, in Section 3 we illustrated the class CommandProcessor, which is concrete and instantiated within the framework. We believe that the rationale of the ET++ designers for making CommandProcessor concrete was based on the design decision that an ET++ application must have at least one CommandProcessor, and therefore they decided to assign the default functionality for command processing to this concrete superclass. However, there are almost always subclasses in which some of the methods of a concrete superclass are not applicable. The replacement of these methods is the only option for application programmers to implement their requirements, thus making the resulting class hierarchy for learners more difficult to understand and for programmers more difficult to reuse due to the conflicting semantics of the replaced method with those inherited from the superclass. We agree with Foote and Johnson [6] that one should always strive for a class hierarchy in which the superclasses are abstract.
Cause #3: Behavioral reduction
In industrial software, we have encountered many methods that either embody too much functionality or that are applicable to some but not all subclasses. In the first case, programmers replaced the method with a reduced number of instructions. In the second case, they replaced the method with an empty implementation to provide for safe subclass behavior. Such behavioral reduction usually leads to hardto-understand and error-prone class hierarchies and should be avoided. This can often be achieved by refactoring such replaced methods into smaller pieces or into a subclass hierarchy.
Cause #4: Design trade-offs
When constructing a reusable design, the challenge is to single out the commonalities among objects and to provide them as abstract methods in a superclass. The driving factors behind the creation of such a hierarchy of abstractions are technological constraints, the requirements of the application domain at hand, the domain and software engineering expertise of the designers, and the possible evolution of the application. These and other factors generate many alternative design solutions and, consequently, the resultant design bears many trade-offs among these options. We have noticed that trade-offs in the design of the abstract classes were at the root of many method replacements. In ET++, as a workaround to behavior of the framework's core classes that did not fit the specific requirements of classes in the outer layers, programmers subclassed these core classes and replaced methods with implementations specific for the concrete problem at hand.
Cause #5: Performance
Performance considerations were at the root of other method replacements. We have identified many cases where a method implementation in an abstract superclass was minimal, to provide for fast execution time for the majority of subclasses. However, this implementation was insufficient for some of the concrete subclasses, which as a consequence had to replace it for their specific requirements. ET_VObject::InvalidateViewRect as illustrated in Figure 3 is a typical example of this kind of method replacement. Conversely, reusability is often injected into a class by providing algorithms with hook methods that are to be overridden by subclasses. The more generic such an algorithm, the more it is based on hook methods. However, there is a cost of performance involved when an algorithm invokes many such hook methods. Often, some of the hook methods are not needed in the context of a subclass, and hence programmers are tempted to replace the reusable algorithm with a faster implementation that skips unnecessary hook methods. In cases where a method is executed many times as part of a primitive action, even a call of an empty method may be too costly. Note, however, that optimizing compilers often generate efficient machine code that skips, in unambiguous cases, the calls of empty method implementations, and therefore the necessity of such inelegant tricks to improve performance becomes only an illusion of the designers.
Cause #6: Cost of refactoring
As many authors pointed out, the construction of reusable class hierarchies in-the-large cannot be achieved in a one-time project. Rather, it demands an incremental and iterative process in which the existing classes are periodically reviewed and tuned to the maturing user and system requirements. Booch pointed out that "a framework [of reusable classes] does not even begin to reach maturity until it has been applied in at least three or more distinct applications" [2] . However, the impact of such continuous refactoring of the reusable class design on existing applications can be vast and is often infeasible for large projects where these classes are already reused by client code. In these cases, the costs of refactoring may exceed by far the advantages of a clean structure, and hence application programmers are forced to use the existing classes as is and replace some of the methods to integrate their functionality.
Cause #7: Lack of iterative design culture
Object-oriented quality systems require an iterative lifecycle [2] . Iterative design implies change; however, architects and designers often recoil from changing reused abstractions due to high impact costs. Many software development projects follow a rather strict step-by-step approach to software development in which change is considered harmful. As a consequence, programmers tend to replace methods that do not fit the requirements of the subclass at hand. As a temporary solution we do not reject this cause of a method replacement. However, we suggest that these instances of replaced methods be tracked and evaluated carefully in a subsequent iteration of the design of the class hierarchies' upper abstraction layers. Oftentimes, a high number of method replacements, that is, the presence of methods with a high MRI, is an indicator for flaws in an abstraction's design.
Cause #8: Method cloning
When scanning industrial software, we noticed several instances of method replacements in which the structure of the replacing method was identical to that of the replaced method; only some internal specifics were exchanged. In general, such method cloning is rooted in other causes, some of them are the causes #1 (uninformed maintenance), #3 (behavioral reduction), #5 (performance), #6 (cost of refactoring), and #7 (lack of iterative design culture). We contend that replaced methods caused by cloning must always be subject to refactoring. In object-oriented software, method clones should never exist between classes on the same inheritance path.
Cause #9: Lack of tool support
With lack of tool support as a cause of replaced methods, we argue that most development environments insufficiently support identification of method replacements. Design critics or design watchdogs that indicate method replacements using textual or visual pointers would be of great help for both architects and programmers. Architects could use this information to keep an overview of method replacements in the overall system. Programmers would be made aware of side effects and increased complexity when replacing methods.
Cause #10: Programming language specifics
Each programming language has its own constructs, and some of them can encourage method replacement. As illustrated in Section 2, C++ macros can inject at precompile time methods that access metainformation on the program structure. In ET++, some of these methods are automatically replaced through the macro definition. To give another example, Java includes the programming construct of anonymous classes, which are defined by a new statement that ends with a class body. The effect is that a new subclass of the class named after the new token is created. This feature can be quite effective, but it encourages the uncoordinated replacement of predefined class behavior throughout the class hierarchies.
Conclusion
Replaced methods are concrete, polymorphic methods with a body that is replaced in one or more subclasses with a completely detached implementation, meaning that there is no method call, either direct or indirect, from the implementation in the subclass to its counterpart in the superclass. Method replacement is counter to the concept of abstraction, as a method that was originally identified as a generic feature of a family of classes is rejected by a class that replaces this method with context-specific behavior. This breaks the conceptual smoothness of the design and makes it difficult to understand. Our original hypothesis of this study was that it is a sign of immaturity of an abstraction if the class hierarchy that implements this abstraction exhibits many method replacements. To this end, we applied the SPOOL environment to reverse-engineer the application framework ET++ and to visualize, inspect, and analyze method replacements in the reverse-engineered source code.
The objective of this study was to identify the causes for method replacements. To this end, we developed a method replacement indicator (MRI) that quantifies the scope of a method replacement on a ratio scale. MRI measures the percentage of subclasses in which a method implementation in the superclass is hidden due to a replacement. The categorization of the MRI into five intervals helped in better understanding and interpreting the causes for method replacements. Based on ET++ and our experience with other object-oriented systems, we identified ten causes for method replacements.
Our intuition that method replacement is in general an indicator for problems in the design of a behavioral feature of a class is substantiated by this study. Uninformed maintenance is a reality in industrial software engineering, and the number of method replacements can be a strong indicator that programmers did not understand how to integrate their functionality into the existing system. Furthermore, when faced with preexisting concrete superclasses or a design based on class reduction, one should refrain from method replacement; rather, a redesign should be considered. It is our experience that a design that comprises only abstract superclasses is more understandable and more resilient to refactoring. In any case, if a superclass is concrete, its methods should not be replaced, but only extended by subclasses. This will help maintain consistency in the behavior of the superclass and the subclasses. However, our investigation also suggests that one should refrain from categorically dismissing method replacement. Trade-offs, performance considerations, and high refactoring costs may well be reasons that justify method replacements.
In respect to related work, many authors elaborated on the importance and ramifications of type hierarchies, inheritance, and polymorphism [6, 9, 10] , and others focused on refactoring of class hierarchies [4, 12, 13 ], but we have not come across any study that aimed at the quantification of method replacement. We argue that this is mainly due to the lack of reverse-engineering environments that can parse, abstract, and query industrial-sized object-oriented code, and in particular C++ code, to support this kind of analysis. The query, visualization, inspection, and quantification mechanisms of SPOOL were invaluable to develop an understanding for method replacement.
We consider this work a first important step towards a quantitative assessment of method replacement in objectoriented software. Our next step is to expand the scope of this study from the method level to the class and the system level. We will study several application frameworks and their use by the client code as well as two large-scale telecommunications systems provided by Bell Canada in respect to method replacement. We expect to establish a metric for method replacement as a quality indicator of object-oriented software. Specifically, this indicator should help our project partner understand the use and misuse of frameworks and class libraries in their applications and better assess the semantic impact of class refactoring.
